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We report on the experimental study of microstructures fabricated on the surface of fused silica by

two femtosecond laser pulses, a tightly focused 266 nm beam followed by a loosely focused

800 nm beam. By setting the fluence of each pulse below the damage threshold, visible

microstructures are fabricated using the combined beams. Our results suggest that the ultraviolet

pulse generates seed electrons through multiphoton absorption, and the near-infrared pulse utilizes

these electrons to cause damage by avalanche ionization. VC 2013 American Institute of Physics.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4794946]

Femtosecond (fs) laser micromachining has been widely

studied for various applications because of its unique advan-

tages such as reduced thermal effect.1–3 Due to the high nonli-

nearity of the interaction between femtosecond laser and

transparent materials, e.g., fused silica, damage features are

localized within focal volumes,4,5 and nanoscale features can

be achieved by pulse energy control,6 use of near-field scan-

ning microscopes,7 self-focusing,8 etc. Fundamentally, the

minimum feature size is determined by the diffraction limit on

the order of k/NA, where k is laser wavelength and NA is the

numerical aperture of focusing optics. Using high NA objec-

tives, small holes with diameters of 200 nm are fabricated.9

Alternatively, using extreme ultraviolet (XUV) pulses of tens

of nanometers wavelength generated through high harmonic

generation (HHG),10,11 feature size can be controlled at the

nanometer level. However, due to the low conversion effi-

ciency of HHG, direct machining of dielectrics using HHG is

a challenge. Furthermore, for mass production purposes, sepa-

ration of laser beams to form several foci can increase produc-

tion speed, so a machining technique requiring lower pulse

energy, even below damage threshold, is desired.

Since laser pulses with a shorter wavelength have a

larger cross section to excite free electrons from the valance

band to the conduction band by photoionization,11 it is possi-

ble to use a short wavelength pulse to generate seed electrons

and a long wavelength pulse to cause an electron ava-

lanche.12 With the help of the long wavelength pulse, the

energy of the short wavelength pulse might be kept below its

damage threshold, and damage can only form within the

seeding volume defined by the short wavelength pulse. This

provides a possible route to XUV (or even shorter wave-

length)13,14 laser nanomachining with energy below damage

threshold.

Several studies have been carried out to investigate the

effects of combining two femtosecond pulses or two-color

nanosecond pulses on machining of different materials, and

their main concern was ablation enhancement and threshold

reduction.15–19 This paper focuses on the multiphoton

and avalanche processes by an ultraviolet-near-infrared

(UV-NIR) pulse train to reveal the mechanism of damage

formation and the control of damage size defined by the short

wavelength pulse. We choose UV light as seeding pulses

instead of XUV because no vacuum devices are needed. The

results discussed in this paper are universal and can be

applied to an XUV-NIR setup for nanoscale machining.

Fig. 1 shows the experimental setup. A fs laser system

delivers 60 fs (full width at half maximum, FWHM) laser

pulses at the center wavelength of 800 nm with the maximum

pulse energy of 4.3 mJ and repetition rate of 1 kHz. The

beam is split into two arms (UV and NIR arm) after a beam

splitter. 90% of the beam is reflected (UV arm) and directed

through a third harmonic generation (THG) module (Eksma

Optics). The barium borate (BBO) crystal generates the sec-

ond harmonic (400 nm) of the fundamental (NIR) beam. A

FIG. 1. Experimental setup.
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calcite plate is used to compensate for the group velocity

delay between the second harmonic and the NIR pulses. A

zero-order wave-plate (half-wave at 800 nm and full-wave at

400 nm) makes the 400 and the 800 nm polarize in the same

direction so that the 266 nm (UV) pulses is generated in

another BBO crystal through sum frequency generation.

The pulse duration of the UV pulses is estimated to be 70 fs.

The maximum UV pulse energy is 20 lJ, resulting in a con-

version efficiency of 0.5%. The energy is adjusted by a

neutral-density (ND) filter before the first BBO. After the

THG module, only the UV beam is efficiently reflected by

two dichroic mirrors (DM1 and DM2, Layertec) mounted on

a motor-driven delay stage. Then the UV beam is focused by

a lens (50 mm focal length). The 800 nm beam in the NIR

arm is focused by another lens (200 mm focal length), and its

energy is controlled by an ND filter.

The focused UV and NIR beams are combined with

another dichroic mirror (DM3) and both foci are carefully

aligned on the sample surface. The focal spot size (2w0) for the

UV and NIR measured by the knife-edge method is 9.2 lm and

25.4 lm, respectively, where w0 is the 1/e2 radius. The samples

are square fused silica plates of 25.4 mm wide and 2 mm thick

(Corning 7980). The samples are mounted on a motor-driven

three-axis stage. To temporally overlap the UV and NIR beams,

a 200 lm thick BBO crystal is inserted after DM3 and the dif-

ference frequency generation of 400 nm from the UV and NIR

is observed. Zero delay is defined when the generated 400 nm

light is the strongest, with an accuracy of�30 fs.

In the experiments, both the UV and NIR energy fluence

are kept below their respective damage threshold (0.87 J/cm2

for UV and 2.17 J/cm2 for NIR), so that no visible damage is

observed with a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera when

only one beam is applied. At a fixed NIR fluence and a rela-

tive delay to the UV pulse, UV energy is carefully adjusted

(still kept below its damage threshold) to a level that visible

damages are starting to appear. By this method, the damage

threshold energy range can be narrowed down to an accepta-

ble level. It should be noted that different methods have been

used in determining damage threshold, such as direct obser-

vation, plasma emission, and light transmission.12,17,20 Our

method is similar to the one used in Ref. 20.

Fig. 2 shows the dependence of the UV damage thresh-

old on time delay between the UV and NIR pulses for differ-

ent NIR fluences. Positive values in delay mean UV pulses

are irradiated on sample surfaces before NIR pulses. At the

highest NIR fluence, the UV damage threshold reaches a

minimum of 0.25 J/cm2 at 60 fs delay, which is 71% lower

than that in the normal case (damage threshold by UV

alone). Actually, it is found that if NIR fluence is kept 2%

below its damage threshold, the lowest fluence needed at

60 fs delay for UV is 88% lower than that in the normal case.

Away from this “optimal” delay, UV damage threshold

increases, however, in an asymmetric manner: It returns to

the normal value faster from the negative delay side than

from the positive delay side. With NIR fluence decreasing,

more UV energy is required to damage the sample, i.e., the

“effective” damage threshold increases.

In ultrafast laser ablation of dielectric materials, it is well

known that multiphoton and avalanche ionization play a key

role. In multiphoton ionization, UV pulses are more efficient

in generating free electrons than NIR pulses. Specifically, for

fused silica (with a bandgap of 9 eV), only 2 photons are

needed for 266 nm (UV) light to generate an electron from

valance band to conduction band, while for 800 nm (NIR)

light, this number is 6, resulting a much higher cross section

for UV. After this ionization process, these free electrons will

be self-trapped to form exitons (STEs) in �150 fs, which have

a life time of 30-300 ps.12,17 It is suggested that these STEs

generated by a pre-pulse can be again excited to become free

electrons.12 Damage forms when free electron density reaches

the critical density value (�1021/cm3).

In Fig. 2, for every NIR fluence, the UV threshold

reaches a minimum value at �60 fs and increases faster in

the negative delay direction than in the positive delay direc-

tion. The number of free electron density reaches the maxi-

mum at the end of the 60 fs UV pulse because the lifetime of

the electrons is much longer than the laser pulse duration,

therefore the minimum UV fluence is required at the 60 fs

delay. Because UV is more sufficient in generating seed

electrons, the asymmetric shape is seen at each NIR fluence.

It is noted that UV damage threshold is higher at zero delay.

This is probably because the free electrons need some time

to build up, and the maximum number is reached after the

UV pulse. Another feature seen from this figure is the de-

pendence of UV threshold on NIR fluence. A higher NIR flu-

ence provides more avalanche ionization and can re-excite

more free electrons from STEs,12 and therefore, a lower UV

threshold is observed. It is found that with a high NIR flu-

ence (2.1 J/cm2), the UV damage threshold returns to its nor-

mal value at �27.3 ps, which is similar to the lifetime of

STEs in accordance with Ref. 12.

A simple rate equation describing the evolution of free

electron density is used to testify our assumption discussed

above

dn

dt
¼ WPIðIUVÞ þ aUVIUVnþWPIðINIRÞ þ aNIRINIRn� n

s
;

(1)

where n is the free electron density, WPI is the multiphoton

ionization rate calculated from the Keldysh theory,11 aUV

FIG. 2. Dependence of UV damage threshold on the time delay at different

NIR fluences. Dots: experimental data. Curves: simulation data. aUV¼ 2

cm2/J, aNIR¼ 0.9 cm2/J, tp,UV¼ 70 fs, tp,NIR¼ 60 fs, s¼ 250 fs,

ncritical¼ 1.7� 1021/cm3.
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and aNIR are the avalanche ionization rates for UV and NIR

pulses, s is the electron recombination time, and IUV and INIR

are the intensity for UV and NIR pulses

I ¼ I0 exp �4 ln 2
ðt� tdÞ2

t2
p

 !
; (2)

where I0 is the peak intensity, td is the delay between UV

and NIR pulses, and tp is the pulse duration (FWHM). I0 can

be calculated from fluence and pulse duration, i.e., I0¼F/tp.

This model has been widely used to investigate the interac-

tion between femtosecond lasers and dielectrics.17,20,21 The

damage threshold is determined when the free electron den-

sity reaches the critical density (1.7� 1021/cm3).20,22 The

simulation results are shown in Fig. 2, which fit well to the

experimental data. The difference of NIR fluence between

experimental data and simulation is probably due to the

Gaussian shape of the beam, which is not considered in the

simulation. It should be noted that in this model, only multi-

photon and avalanche ionization are considered, and the ion-

ization term is found to be essential for a good fitting. This

indicates that avalanche ionization plays a key role.

Since damage forms as a combined effect of UV and

NIR pulses, the damage size is determined by the size of the

area where the two beams overlap. In Fig. 3(a), the NIR spot

size is deliberately enlarged by moving its focus forward by

8.2 mm, resulting in a 330 lm diameter spot on the fused

silica surface. The UV focus is fixed on the surface and in

the central portion of the NIR spot. The sample moves

towards left at a constant speed of 0.5 mm/s, and while mov-

ing, DM3 is tilted vertically back and forth while the NIR

spot is kept fixed, and thus a wavy structure is written on the

sample surface. On the contrary, in Fig. 3(b), while keeping

the UV spot fixed and tilting M2, the NIR spot is shifting

vertically, and in contrast, a straight line is written. The tem-

poral delay difference by tilting those mirrors is calculated to

be less than 1 fs. Since the seeding beam such as the UV or

XUV can be focused to a spot much smaller than that of

NIR, this paves a way for machining features on scales that

cannot be achieved with NIR beam alone.

Fig. 4 shows the relationship between the average line-

width and UV fluence at different delays and NIR fluences.

It can be seen that at each NIR fluence, the linewidth

increases as UV fluence increases. This is due to the

Gaussian shape of the focal spot. At each UV fluence, the

linewidth is larger at zero delay and higher NIR fluence and

is smaller at 333 fs delay and lower NIR fluence. It is also

noted that similar linewidth may be achieved with either

zero delay and low NIR fluence or 333 fs delay and high

NIR fluence. The narrowest, continuous linewidth we can

achieve from a single UV beam is 4.7 lm, which is similar

to the narrowest linewidth with the two-pulse configuration.

The fact that similar linewidth can be achieved by con-

trolling the multiphoton and avalanche ionization is mani-

fested in Fig. 5. Linewidth close to that by UV only (Fig.

5(a)) is demonstrated under four sets of different conditions

when UV and NIR pulses are combined. Another interesting

feature is that with the combination of UV and NIR pulses at

different delays, line quality differs. Fig. 5(a) shows a line

written by a single UV beam with an average width of

4.7 lm. Due to the motion error of the XYZ stage and fluctu-

ation of laser power, rough edges and small vertical grooves

with an interval of 2 lm can be seen. These grooves are

caused by successive pulses with the repetition rate of 1 kHz

FIG. 3. Optical images of different structures fabricated by a combination

of UV and NIR pulses. (a) Moving UV spot while keeping NIR spot fixed.

(b) Moving NIR spot while keeping UV spot fixed. No structure can be seen

using either (c) UV or (d) NIR beam individually to write straight lines.

FIG. 4. Relationship between linewidth and UV fluence at different delays

(D) and NIR fluences (F).

FIG. 5. Optical images of lines with similar widths written by (a) UV beam

only, (b) UV with 2 J/cm2 NIR at zero delay, (c) UV with 1.6 J/cm2 NIR at

zero delay, (d) UV with 2 J/cm2 NIR at 333 fs delay, and (e) UV with 1.6 J/cm2

NIR at 333 fs delay. UV fluence: (a) 1.6 J/cm2, (b) 0.33 J/cm2, ((c) and (d))

0.61 J/cm2, and (e) 1.2 J/cm2.
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on a moving sample with the speed of 2 mm/s. With the com-

bination of UV and high fluence NIR pulses at zero delay

(Fig. 5(b)), the edges become smoother and those vertical

grooves disappear. The mechanism of these smooth lines is

unknown. One possible reason is the re-modification by the

NIR beam, especially when the NIR fluence is high.

In summary, we have studied experimentally the micro-

machining of fused silica by a combination of UV and NIR

pulses. With the help of NIR pulses at the fluence close to its

damage threshold, the damage threshold of UV pulses can be

lowered by 88% at �60 fs delay. Moving away from this opti-

mal delay, UV damage threshold approaches its single beam

threshold. It is demonstrated that the damage caused by this

two-beam configuration has similar feature size as that pro-

duced by a single UV beam, and the line quality can be con-

trolled by the degree of seed injection by UV multiphoton

absorption and the subsequent NIR avalanche ionization.

Using this approach, nanoscale machining is possible by

replacing the UV beam with XUV beams generated by HHG

with the fluence well below their single beam damage threshold.

This work was funded by the Army Research Office.
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